THE NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT MOVEMENT
AND
LABOUR LEFT
The discussion in the Synod of
the Church of England has some
importance in measuring
decomposition within the structures of
capitalism. A third of this body
voted for nuclear disarmament, and
the Synod as a whole voted a resolution opposing the first use of
nuclear weapons. This vote, and the
third who voted for nuclear disarmament, are blows at the capitalist
system. At the very moment when
imperialism as a world system is
engaged in massive preparations for
the final encounter with the Soviet
Union and all the forces of progress
in the world, a Central Church body
linked with the structure of capitalist functioning discusses and decentralises the system. The Conservative Defence Minister is
obliged to reject the final decision
of the Synod, showing that capitalism is wedded to the first nuclear
attack, in other words, initiating
war. The Church of England has,
in fact, taken the Soviet proposal of
rejecting the first strike.
The fact that such a discussion
has developed brings out all the
weakness and incapacity of imperialism in its last stages. The women
of Greenham Common have acted as
a vanguard of the population and,
although without arms, act in a combative way showing the orientation
of the world and the population in
Britain - as in the guerrilla attack
against Heseltine himself. Without
a leadership in Britain, the initiative
of the population responding to the
advance of tile Workers States has
brought the

of

weapons directly into
centre of
political discussion. It is necessary that the Left of the labour Party
enters this discussion profoundly
with the necessary arguments
against
cynical
of
<:apitalism designed to
intention of attacking
Union.
The visit of Bush to Britain and
l!urope has been a tota I failure. It
was an attempt to combat the influence of the Soviets and weigh on
the forces of European capitalism,
but it has only demonstrated the
social and political weakness of
imperialism in the same way that
Reagan's visit to Latin America was
a fiasco. It is important to see that
one of the Bishops arguing for
nuclear disarmament said that the
Soviet Union has no interest in a
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world .war - echoed also by the
leader of CND, Jean Ruddock. All
the mythology about 'deterrance' is
falling apart and no longer has the
desired effect among large sectors
of capitalism itself. All this is a
new situation in history in which
sectors of capitalism, and linked to
capitalism, move in the direction of
the other side. It is as though a
sector of the cadets in 1917 said!
'These Bolsheviks are not too bad'.
Or as if big sectors of German
capitalism said to Hitler: 'Do not
launch an attack 011 the Soviet
Union'. Such things were impossible
then, but now such is the power of
the world balance of forces that
sectors of world capitalism asciltate
in the direction of the Soviet Union.
Now, for example, the Spanish
Foreign Minister speaks of taking a
distance from association with the
United States.
The labour left has to intervene
in the coming election with maximum
use of arguments, realising that the
fact that the issue of nuclear disarmament has become central in the
election is fundamentally due to the
weight of the Workers States in the
world. Imperialism and capitalism
do mot want this discussion. It
weakens their preparations for
nuclear war, it demoralises their
war apparatus, and it opens up all
the most fundamental issues such
as the superiority of the collectivised economy over the system of
private ownership.
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the Soviet Union makes great noises over the poor"dis!idents"
E. Powell intervenes to say that if the Soviets started
to
go on about people in Her Majesty's prisons, this would not
be considered proper at all. This attitude on the part of sec·
anti-imperialist front of Bolivia tors normally considered of the right, demonstrates the fragand France - shows the truth about mentation of the forces of capitalism as does the dispute over
tile Yanks and their nazi friends - the cruise missiles where sectors of capitalism linked to the
right reject sole Yankee control of the missiles.
protected and helped until the next
There is a constant progress of the forces of the popula ~
attack on the Soviet Union and the
tion against the Thatcherite regime and its miserable actions
advance of progress.
of unemployment, privatisation and reduction of social services. When harpie Thatcher speaks of the virtues of the Victo.
rian era this only confirms the onset of complete derangement
The small clique of predators that she represents live in a
All these events are not small, private dream world where they think they can do as they will.
the
they are major blows at the capita- But this private world has no relation to reality as
strike
of
the
Water
workers
showed.
These
workers
shattered
list system as an historic system, completely the Thatcher government and showed that in spite
and they come from sectors also of the passivity of the trade union leadership, the government
within that structure. The anti- is so weak that a determined group of workers based on the
nuclear movement in Britain, with support of the population can win. The wage improvement isn't
its demand for leaving NATO, is an the most important gain, much more important is that it is a
political and social defeat of capitalism. It was a means
indication of the very elevated con- not
only defending the wages of this sector of workers
but
ceptions from the population itself, accelerating the Labour Party at the same time and outf1an and the labour Left can push this king the trade union leaders. The crises developing in the
forward with all possible dynamism. coal industry show the potential for resolute actions against
impose
It is possible to go much further in capitalism. The fact that Thatcher's p1ansto try to
discussion with the population, and Macgregor, the liquidator of the Steel industry, on the Coal
to join the campaign for the preven- industry meet with resistence within the Conservative Party
another example of the profound dimensions of capita tion of Yankee Cruise missiles in list isdisintegration
and lack of solution.
Europe, with elevated demands for
trade union democracy, workers THE BURBLINGS OF CAPITALISM HAVE NO EFFECT
Having suffered a disastrous rout at the hands of
the
control in the factories, the linking
the
of the struggle against nuclear Water workers, capitalism made a great pffort to turn
defeat
of
the
Labour
candidate
at
Bermondsey
into
a
historic
weapons with demands for social event. This only exhibits the very limited ressources of capitransformations, which are forms talism. It is clear that a sector of the left abstained, and
not only of resisting the reduction , sectors of the petit bourgeoisie used the opportunity to re of the standard of living but actions gister a protest vote by voting for the SOP-Liberal sector ,
against imperialist war policy and but what happened to the Thatcher candidate? Loss of deposit.
the stimulus to impel the struggle This is the reality. Moreover the sectors who abstained were
against the government totally. It is delivering a kick at the Labour apparatus that complicatesthe
of the Labour Party and does not respond to the needs of
only the lack of preparation in the 1ife
the population. If an organised consistent 1efthad developed
labour Party and the Unions that roots in the Labour masses, this conduct by the Labour van impedes the connection of a II these guard would not have occurred, but because these see the inca·
struggles in a gigantic offensive , pacity and also the rotten elements that still survive in the
capitalism
against the system of death, which apparatus, they kick that apparatus hard. When
Is capitalism. The more elevated tried to claim this election as a victory, it is part of a
campaign to animate the right in the Labour Party to greater
the struggles, whether Trade Union , action. That is the significance of the Militant'expulsion~
or those of CND, the greater the to create complications; ~!.lt it has no prospect 0f successand
a
capacity to advance towards a shows only decrepitude and debility. Capitalism makes
labpur victory in spite of the great noise but history pays no attention.
electoral fnaud, and a situation
The advance of the left currents in the Labour Party can
where the timidity of the Trade · be seen in the visit of Livingstone to Northern Ireland where
Union leadership and the fact that he emphasised th~ pove(tY of the Catholic masses as among the
elections under capitalism give worst in Europe(particu1ar·1yga11ing for Tatcherism when the
European bourgeb1s1e -as part of its war with Thatcher and the
h
weight to t e enemies of progress Yanks - intends to investigate Northern Ireland). At the same
and elements of no value to human time the labour left is celebrating the Centenary ofKarl Marx
progres~, limit the outcome. Capi- and is showing in this way that the objectives of the left
talism is rightly fearful of the com- that is developing, are the objectives of Karl Marx. which is
Ing elections.
force of the Communism, The Labour left has not 1earnt the method of Marx
but when Marx is celebrated with exhibitions of
Soviet
CND movement is, in many respects,
books.
it
is
because
the
course
of
the
labour
left
is
towards
a substitute for the lack of an marxism and the Workers States.
organised party responding to the
masses and shows the immense
The nationalisation of the Rumasa concern in Spain,
is
important to understand because it has arisen from the crisis
force ~hich exists to disorganise
of world capitalism in which a leadership like Gonzales - who
and liquidate capitalism.
had no intention of such nationalisation - is obliged from
necessity to impose it. Neither imperialism nor its friends
in the army could do anything. This is the stage in,which we
are. A11 this comes from the balance of world forces and the
role of the Workers States. These must be bases for the further organised and theoretical elevation of the labour left.
The Soviet leadership is undoubtedly going to improve its
intervention. It intervened before with She1epin and Ponomariev. It will tend to go further as it has to go further in
the stage of the final encounter with world imperialism. All
the problems of imperialism are going to multiply in the next
period. The Labour left can develop much more, but only on
J. POSADAS
the basis of a better understanding of marxist method and a
deeper relationship with the masses;and not being submitted
to the inertia of the apparatuses whether in the Trade Unions
superior to the richest capitalist or the Labour Party.
5.3. 1983.
country socially, economically and
scientifically, because it develops
the objective sentiment and preSCIENTIFIC CIJl TUR Al AND
pares the social condition and
human relations under a superior
POLITICAL EDITIONS
form. It does not develop ind ividua I
interest, individua I egoism, indiBCI BOX 6220,
vidual orientation and conclusion.
LONDON I Cl V fiXX
lt develops individually the social
Telex:
lonomarb 6220 1 LOIDON
objective of the progress of society.
Scientific knowledge must serve
that1

There is even disorder now
witllin the sectors of ihe
Right.
sectors begin to quibble
over the control over the Cruise
missiles. This points again to the
degree of importence and disorganisation within the camp of capitalism.
Thatcher has no arguments, and the
more the discussion proceeds the
.
more her war go~emme~t . 1 ~ s~en to
be 011 the defensive. Vil!ficatrnn of
110 longer. serves •. All
ove.r ~he world ~he fr.tends of 1mpenahsm are bemg e1ected or expo~ed. The ruling cliques of the
U111ted States have to become more
~ml m.ore clandestine on their re.al
mtentrnns. Reagan started out with
threats and fury against the Soviets.
Now he
~as had to retreat even on the gas
pipeline issue. Friends of impa1::':!ism, like the Sadat family, are now
sequestered in Egypt and the Barbie
trial in Lyons - a veritable united

FUNCTION OF THE UNIVERSITIES

The University must develop its
concern with the University and the
success of its studies, with the
Object of fighting for the progress
of society. As opposed to other
stages of previous history, today
the immense majority of students
seek to intervene in the socia I
struggle to change capita list society
like the soldiers and the priests.

EDITORIAL from page

society, and a!so and at the same
time, so that in the universities the
problems of the Workers States
should be discussed.

It is necessary to discuss in the
Universities the social problems of
the world and the fact that the
Socialist countries who were nothing
before have succeeded within sixty
years' since the Revolution of 1917
in constructing the Soviet Union of
today. During this period, what
have Greece and lta ly done? It is
necessary to show scientifically J.
that the Workers State is infinitely

Every student and co !lege movement is oriented and developed in
the social concern. It is necessary
that they elevate the concern for
12.12.1978.
POSADAS.
this social conclusion to develop
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POSADIST IV. INTERNATIONAL

THE IHTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT -

The XIII World Conference of the Posadist IV.
International was held at the end of Februarybeginning of March 1983, with the participation
of delegati011s from Europe. Africa and
Latin
America.
The

:onfer,~nce

rendered homage

to Comrade

J. Posa:las wh·) was the president of Honour ofthe

Confere1ce; although not physically present, he
was ind~ed pr~sent as the Master whose ideas are
the fou1datio·1 of the very structure of the IV.
International (Posadist). He was not only
the
leader, const~uctor and creator of Posadism, but
the conscious expression of revolutionaryMarxism
in this stage of history. His work will be the
of
necessary instrument for the organisation
thought and cJnscious human conduct for the construction of S)cialism on a world scale,
for a
considerable time in the future.
At the same time, we rendered homage to comrade Karl Marx, on the Hundredth Anniversary
of
his death. It was resolved to publish part of
the works of comrade Posadas on the significance
and living fu1ction of the thought of Karl Marx.
Today, a hundred years after Marx's death, his
works remain completely valid in human thought
and activity. Already two thirds of
humanity
organise life on the basis of his method.
This was the content of the first part
of
this · ~orl d Conference. It had the character of a
balanc~ of tile activity in this stage, in which
the se:tions have attained a continuity and deve·
lopmen:. Thn conditions are very favourable for
the fu·ther development of the International in
· 1 its ce 1tra 1 ,:ask of advancing the struggle
of
the wo·1d Conmunist Movement and of the Workers
States, led i)y the Soviet Union.
The World Conference rendered homage td the
comrad~s who have fallen in the activity;comrade
Carlos Flore:; (Gabriel). murdered in Bo1 ivia in
1980, ind crnwade Cezar also assassinated in Bolivia in 198:~. and all the Chilean and Argenti nian c>mrade:; who have 'disappeared',
The di scu:;sion was organised around the opening sp~eches which were on: the World Situation,
Europe, Latin America, and Organisation.
The
Introdictory speeches and discussions were based
on the l i vi n•1 texts of comrade J. Posadas that
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facilitate the interpretation of the Wo~1d Revolutionary process and draw policy, programme and
objectives for the International from this pro cess. This Conference, the first to take place
after the death of comrade J. Posadas, did not
need to take on the character of a Congress be cause it wasn't a matter of discussing policy •
programme or (new) objective~. but a matter of
the historic and concrete continuity of the instrument which the Posadist IV International is.
The living objectives and validity of the Inter.national, are determined by its historic
role
of aiding the instruments already
constructed
by Humanity in the struggle for Socialism. Th~se
instruments are theWorkers States, the Communist
parties, the Revolutionary movements, in this stage of the f~nal settlement of accounts between
the capitalist system and the Workers States.
This historic function has been proved as a
necessity of History. It is a necessity to which
the Posadist IV International is united.
The
world team of cadres met in this World Conference to reaffirm their understanding and decision
to continue this activity. They were conscious
that there would be greater difficulties
of
method, of theory, of policy, without the Master
comrade J. Posadas, but that the conditions are
increasingly more favourable.
Posadism is fused with all the revolutionary
processes and with the world Colllllunist. Movement.
It is a current of ideas in full
development
which flourishes vigorously because it sustains
the conscious progress of the world revolutiona·
ry movement with experience, examples and ideas.
THE USSR,
POLAND,
ANO THE CHANGES IN THE WORKERS STATES
The Conference discussed the advance of the
world revolutionary process, led by the Workers
States with the Soviet Union at the head.
The
death of Breznev and the rapid installation of
Andropov are an expression of the firmness of
the structure of the USSR, It was not an expres
sion of panic or fear but a demonstration of the
in
high level of understanding that prevailed
the Soviet leadership that it was necessary to
act in this way, to put themselves into accord
not to give room for any capitalist speculation,
and not to weaken the monolithic objective
of
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the O\erall policy of having to confront capitalism. The Conference rendered homage to comrade Breznev who - knowing that he had a terminal
illness - did not abandon his post in the leade~
ship of the Soviet Workers State.
The new Soviet leadership continues
to
advance the course of internal elevation, in the
USSR, politically, socially and militarily, to
resis·; the rrurderous plans of imperialism.
All
the a·;tempts of the capita 1i st system to weaken
the Workers States have failed,and the Workers
State~; instEad have reinforced themselves
in
a cohPsive and united way, at the same time as
they have made internal changes, removed corrupt
funct· onaries and corrupt bureaucratic leaders,
and e:;pellec from the leadership people whp had
adaptt~d to a po 1icy of endless coexistence with
the Ciipitalist system. This shows the vitality
of th•~ structure of the Workers State. As comrade Po::adas cna lysed, we have reached the - stage
of the construction of Socialism in which
the
Permanent REvolution, the Political Revolution •
the anticapitalist struggle and the construction
an
of Sodalisn: are united • This results in
increi\sing concentration in the process of the
class strug~le which is expressed in the drawing
c,lose · of Ct ina and the USSR, itself a necessity
of HLtory. Although the Chinese
le9dership
has m1t funcamentally changed,
the previous
leade··ship cf Deng Xiaoping has already
been
defea :ed. China, as a Workers State, has
to
put i ;self in agreement with the
Soviet Union
and p·oceed to break links with capitalism.
Th•i proce·ss in the Workers States - parti cu·
larly in Po 1 and - shows that in this stage
of
Histo·y no form of power can develop in the Workers itate •~ich is antagonistic to the historic
objec.:ive of Socialism. In other words,Stalinism
canno: be rt·peated. For this reason. the inter was not to smoventi in of the Po 1i sh Army
ther ·:he liie of the Polish people, but to act
as an instrtment of the necessity to
proceed
with ;he cl~arances in the Government, the State
appar.:tus a-rd the Communist Party.
The Polish
Commu·dst P1 rty wasn't prepared for this task ,
even :hough it tried to do it under Kania.
It
tried. but 't did not obtain the expected result.
Th? Poli ;h Army is the organ of the Workers
State clos·!St to the Soviet Union; whilst the
Commu1ist Pirty was
very much educated in
the )talin's school of conciliation with the
proprietors in the countryside, and narrow nationa 1is c conc•!pti ons.
This is why the Army had
to in terven•! in order to advance the process of
inter1al cl!arance.
Th~ proc!ss in Poland is not an end in itself
nor i; it ciming to an end. It is part of a
combi 1ed pr•Jcess of having tosupercede aspects of
bureaJcracy, by means of elevating the intervention 1f the Working Class in the leadership of
the W1rkers State, and by means of preparing to
confr1nt th! (capitalist) War. This process is
commo1 to tie Workers States - China included but it has its centre in the Soviet Union. It's
centered in the Soviet Union because the USSR
has a histo·ic anticapitalist structure with the
great~st fi·mness; the latter comes from
the
First Seven Years of the Soviet Workers State,
led by Leni1, Trotsky and the Bolshevik Party.
At th~ same time, there was the fullest Soviet
democratic intervention of the masses in all the
probl~ms of the State.
This structure today comes from th~n.

Capitalism has no idea of what is happening
in Poland, or of what is happening in the Communist parties •• "Solidarnosc" and Walesa did not
promote this process of elevation in Poland. and
neither are they the decisive factor in it. The
Polish Working Class has learned very rapidly to
reject the sector of "Solidarnosc" which
was
developing an anti-Workers State policy.
The'
Polish workers have not supported any movement
against the Workers State. But they have suppor.
ted all the changes for improvement that
took
place in the Government and the Party, When the
Polish population saw that the Communist Party
leadership was open to change, was accepting the
need to make changes, they pushed the
process
farther - and this is what they are doing now.
·Let us not forget that after the mobilisation of
the workers in 1980, the whole leadership of the
Party and the Government was entirely renewed •
Hhen the workers saw that they could achieve all
this and that there was no repression,
they
continued the process of imre11ing their leaders
whilst a sector of Solidarnosc, for thejr part,
who are no more than i nte 11ectua1 . protectionists
and
of the working class, did not understand,
continued to believe themselves to be the representatives of a
programme for a new society,
These people have an individualist conception of
history which has taken them onto an anti-Socia1ist path. This is why they no longer have any
sympathiser in the population. However, they continue to exist because they are supported by a
sector of the bureaucracy which sustain the idea
of the defense of what they call the 'pluralist'
programme and 'individual rights'. This is the
way in which the bureaucracy limits the process
of cleansing and th~ struggle against privileges.
The "clandestine" leaders of "Solidarnosc" are
protected by precisely this sector of the bureaucracy and by a small sector of the highest eche
lons of the Church. This sector of the bureau cracy fears any more measures that signify more
advances on the Workers State's road; such as the
elimination of speculation, the closing of the
black market in the countryside and the trial of
corrupt functionaries - measures which the Go~
vernment is taking.
The intervention of the Army intends to continue with these measures. The New Trade Union
Laws are an expression of this ability of the
Workers State. Indeed, even the capitalist press
had to admit the democratic character of the new
Trade Union Laws. It is clear that the · role of
the Army has not been to crush Trade Union activity altogether. There would have been no need
for new Trade Union Laws if this was so.
The present stage in Poland is
one of the
construction of the (Communist) Party and Party
cadres to construct a leadership that is more
·capable and decisive. This sort of leadership
is necessary in order to intervene in the process
of i nterna 1 reorganisation of the economy, and
to proceed with the clearance of what is left of
the bureaucratic apparatus. The Army is intervening in the countryside to stimulate the Party
to reorganise distribution in a way which goes
against the interests of the rich proprietors,
who are allied to State functionaries, and who
maintain the parallel markets. This is
the
activity the Army is conducting and it does it
in the name of the Party. We do not judge the
Polish Army on the ground that it has a General
at its head - a General who is anyway a Party
leader in every sense - but on the basis of the
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fact that the structure of the Workers State is
being stren9thened. In consequence,
this is
devel)ping the necessary conditions for the ad vance of th·~ Party as a leadership in society.
Denocrac:1 is not decisive or determinant in
itself, What is necessary is Soviet Democracy ,
and tiis means that the Soviet objectives of the
State are p;1ramount. If the Workers State advances - as it does - then it becomes clear that
it is not 'democracy' that preva i1 s, but the e1e
vatio1 of political life. To demand "democracy",
so th 1t tho:;e who are against the Workers State
can hi.ve a :;ay, makes no sense and is illogical.
Wten the Soviets say that in case of war they
will not even try to find where the missiles had
been launched from, but will retaliate against
all 1he NAlO countries that have such missiles,
they :ire saJing that it's indeed system against
whole
systen. This understanding informs the
world beca;ise such is the objective process and
the m2sses of the world have come to see it very
clearly,
Im1erialism does not prepare the war because
the u;sR is an enemy country, but because it is
the b ~se an·l Centre for the construction of the
new SJciety whose very development means the end
of th~ capi-:alist system. The very existence of
the $)Viet Union is an example for humanity which
immediately questions private property. This is
why w1r is a necessity for the capitalist system.
This is why capitalism creates a permanent atmos·
phere of conflict. At the same time, all the
contndicti•ms inside the capitalist system in
creas= •. Th•! bourgeoisie is faced, for the first
time in his:ory, with a War that is not the conseque1ce of pure inter-capitalist competition but
which is ag1inst an antagonistic social regime •
Whole layer~ of the highest spheres of the world
bourg?oisie feel that the Soviet Union has developed a social, political and military authori·
ty - ind ca)acity - of a kind that makes them
fear that t1ey may not triumph. They also
see
that the·in~erna1 intercapitalist contradictions
are n1t att~nuated in front of the historic enemy, hr fro;n it. They see that in the unlikely
event of a ;ni 1itary victory by ca pi ta 1ism over
the S)Vi et Jn ion, the resu1t wi 11 be victory of
the highest sectors of capitalism over others.
The s~ctor 1f capitalism that is heading towards
war "ould · in the case of a capitalist victory
- cru;h a11 the other capitalists, The European
bouro>oisie is the most r.onscious of, and the
fears
most rnguis1ed by, this reality.. It
that Yankee imperialism will liquidate it,
in
the p~ocess of their inter-capitalist economic
competition. The European bourqeoisie sees that
in ca;e of 4ar, it has no future, whatever the
outcone! Tiis process is new and it results in
concr2te ch!nges in the conduct of the bourgeoisie. No doJbt, its historic conduct· in the case
Yankee
of wa~, will be that of al1iar,ce with
imperialism but it will not be without vacillations, doubts and immense fear.
Tte problems of the construction of Socialis~
are ~osed in this stage of history in such a way
that they form part of the experience which the
Workers State is making. The leadership has no
practical, theoretical or scientific understan ding of this process, at the level that
would
enable it t) lead it. In consequence, difficulties arise #hich are the product of situations
that appear difficult, but which are only
the

reflection of the limitations in leadership. But
even these difficulties are now in the process
of being overcome .. This is why one cannot deal
with the process in the Workers States using the
same terms of reference as those of the epoch of
Trotsky. Already a level has been reached
in
the process of Partial Regeneration , which has
brought about new forms of the Political Revolution* •
The Political Revolution has become bloodless
and does not need insurrections; it takes today
the form of the renewal of Party leaders,
of
Party meetings, of the better intervention of
the Working Class and population in the leader ship of society.This level is expressed in
a
concentrated form in the Soviet Union
because
of its role as a Centre. This is why the Soviet
leadership does not yield to capitalism,
and
supports all the anti-capitd1ist movements that
appear. The Soviets are prepared for War; they
are prepared to liquidate capitalism as a system
and they have said so without ambiguity. This is
the.level which the Soviets have reached.
The
Soviet leadership has· no other way to defend the
Workers State, but to break with the capitalist
system, because being antagonistic, the two systems cannot coexist with each other.
THE ADVANCE OF
THE LEFT IN EUROPE
There is a development and very elevated conditions for the class struggle in Europe.
This
is only partially expressed electorally,
The
Communist and Socialist leaderships have
no
initiatives in front of the crisis of capitalism
but the masses are learning how to advance the
process and how to stimulate these leaderships •
There is a transitory concentration around lea derships such as the Socialists, who are in a
position, in an immediate form, to attract the
petty bourgeoisie.
The French masses, for example, consider the
victory of Mitterrand and of the Socialist/Communist Government, as their own conquest.
What
determines the course of events, in not the un derstanding of the leaders - even though this is
very important - but the fact that the people
have a vision of the world, they live the world,
and not just France.
The policy of Mitterrand towards the Soviet
Union ~ of dispute and a certain degree of
confrontation - has no perspective. In depth,
it signifies fear in front of Soviet influence •
and expresses the backwardness and narrowness of
the understanding of this leadership.This can be
explained by the origins of Mitterrand who was,
after all, a Minister in an imperialist and capi.
talist Government which presided over the repression of the Algerian masses at the time of their
struggle for liberation; clearly Mitterrand is
not the same now as he was then, but the world
changed more than Mitterrand. The French (bourgoisie) does not want to depend on the Yanks but
their conception of a "Great France" prevernsthem
from seeing that the Soviets do not have any interest in War or in the domination of
Europe.
What the Soviets are telling the European bour geoisie in a very simple form, is: "With us, you
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have some air to breathe"*. This is indeed true
because th€? Yanks. on the other hand, want to
subje:t Europe.olt shows clearly in economic competition and in the political domination Yankee
imperialism seeks, which negates European capitalism.
In this :;ense, it is very important to give
an ori!?ntat ion in the process of France.
We
cri ti :ally '.;upport the· Government of the Left in
Franc=. We support and accompany the experience
they 1re making. Above all, we intervene with
the C)mmuni~;ts to develop the intervention
of
the misses 'n the leadership of the nationalised
secto ·s of ~:he economy. It is necessary to show
that :he fundamental problems of the economy and
socie:y cannot be resolved without
proceeding
with rnticaJ~i_talist measures. We also have to
show :hat there is no "Socia 1ism with the
Colou1·s of the French Flag" ; This type of thing•
susta · ns Mitterrand in his anti-Soviet attitudes,
and h1· does this, in order to limit the influence of the U~SR inside France: not just on
the
Commw-ists, but on the Socialists and large sector o~· the retty bourgeoisie and technicians.The
measu-es of nationalisations have been important
and a ·ea b'ow to capitalism. However, they do
not r•:solve things in themselves. What really
deci d·:s is: who 1eads the nationa 1i sed enterprises a1d for what end? Capitalism, through the
EEC a id hi g!1 finances - and through the Yanks
try t•J imprc son France and make the Government
fail, It is not true that the criticisms of the
Sovie:s Mitterrand makes please the Yankees.What
conce ·ns th£~ Yanks in this actua 1 stage is the
need :o havE· a trustworthy government in respect
of th.?ir hi~:toric objectives against the Soviet
Union The Government of Mitterrand cannot be
an un•:ondit'onal ally of Yankee imperialism in
this, and moreover, the presence of the Communists in th~~ Government stimulates the interven·
tion of the proletariat whilst it proves to all,
that \/hen Crnnmunists are in Government-whichever
count··y thi'. may happen-the world does not come
to an end! This influences the entire world and
count:·ies l·ke Italy particularly,
Thi: e1ec1.ora1 triumph of the Left P.xpressed
throut:h the Socialists in France, Greece, Spain,
Swede11 and riow Portugal, forms part of the favourab 1e conditions for social transformations in
the w1-rl d. c·here is an enormous movement of the
masse! in E1rope which matures rapidly.
It
expre! ses i1.self in the Ecologist and Pacifist
movemrnts or, a .one hand, and on the other hand.
in th1 stru~gles of the workers' movement which
are t< king r·l ace through permanent mobilisations.
fhis neans that an anti-capitalist movement is
devel)ping in Europe. It does not have a clear
prognmme b?cause the Communist parties do not
sustain it in this direction. Neither do
the
Trade Union;, But it is enough to see that there ha1e bee1 no anti-Soviet mobilisations
in
any c)untry -not even at the time of Poland or
Afgha1istan· to see what the character of this
movem:nt re111y is. All the mobilisations that
took )lace have been against the Yankees, their
weapo is, th•! capita 1i st system and its armament.
Even :he at:empts by sectors of the
Socialist
parti :s and the right wing of some Communist Par.
*This has b~en developed by comrade Posadas in
many docum!nts where he shows that with
the
Work~rs St1tes, capitalism can trade - and
so
"bre~the" ·;hilst Yankee imperialism wants
to
de st coy all competitors. (Edi tori a 1).

ties to organise demonstrations against the So viet Union, have failed. This highlights
the
population
very high level of maturity in the
and in this case, this maturity is not expressed
through the proletariat, but through large sectors of the petty bourgeoisie who are those who
constitute the bulk and overwhelming majority of
the Pacifist movement.
The complications in the process in
France
are the consequence of the lack of leadership,
The programme of Mitterrand - whilst being
an
important progral!l11e - was not, and is not,sufficient to confront the crisis of capitalism now
unfolding, As Mitterrand's movement does not receive, from the Communists, programmatic formulations in a clear and concise way, that movement
runs behind the crisis and remains confi r.ed to
measures that belong to the capitalist camp. It.
is necessary to intervene in the discussion on
how to, develop France because under capitalism,
France cannot develop.
The other aspects of the discussion in Europe
is the experience in Spain, where the crisis of
the Communist Party is a necessary subject for
discussion. The electoral victory of the Socialists expresses the maturity of Spain for social
transformations. The masses concentrate in the
most prepared and capable centre at the moment.
In other words, it is not a victory for Gonzalez
-who does not have any idea or initiative - but
the result of the decision of the masses to use
the worJd balance of forces to advance in Spain.
This victory was a social expression of a resolve to oppose NATO, the Yankee bases, and to ad vance social and economic transformations.
The
Socialists have only taken up this programme in
a very partial way, but this is the means
by
which the masses have advanced,
There is no possible progress for capitalism
in Spain! The Government either advances
in
of
measures of nationalisations, such as that
Rumasa which they have done, or the crisis
of
capitalism deepens and the Government
starts
clashing directly with its base and the popula tion. In this process, the Communist Party has
a very important ro1e to play, It is necessary
to discuss the importance of the unification of
all the Communist currents in Spain on the basis
of an anti-capitalist programme. The Communists
must support the Socialist government and
at
the same time, develop the intervention of the
population for a United Front with the Govern ment and the Trade Unions for Social Transformations.
The crisis of the Spanish Communist Party is
the consequence of its leadership's "Eurocommunist" policies.It's a consequence of its adap tion to regionalism and its trailing behind the
bourgeoisie. Santiago Carrillo (Ex General Se cretary of _the Party} rejected Leninism and the
dictatorship of the proletariat. He tried
to
make it appear that he was 'autonomous', that is
to say, not with the Soviet Union. All this was
done against the Communist base which continually
demonstrated its staunch opposition.
It was
the arrogance of the leadership that led it to
For
ignore the protests of the Party's base.
instance, the point was reached where the Communist masses no longer bought "Mundo Obrero"- the
paper of the Party- and the latter had to close.
As the Communist Party soldiered on regardless
a process of breaks between it and the worker~
vanguard started. as in Catalon!a. One has
to
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intervene fo the crisis of the communists and to
help them to put themselves in agreement on the
basis of the anticapitalist objectives •
The
important thing is that this crisis is not the
result of the Communists giving up or abandoning
the Communist ideas. It is simply a crisis provoked by V1e lack of capacity - and a certain degeneration - of the leadership. Those who have
left the Plrty or stopped voting Communist, have
not abando1ed Communist objectives; they had to
leave the 'arty transitorily . It was not a question that )Oiled down to a prob 1em of being for
or against the Soviets. It is a question
of
what progr>mme and policy to bring Spain out of
backwardness. To put the question in any other
way is a jJstification,
The Wo·ld Communist Movement must
discuss
this situation ; This experience has a
great
weiqht and importance. The same is true of the
process in
the Italian Communist Party. The
recent Con1ress of the Italian Communist Party
has confirmed that the ICP cannot break with the
USSR, neither can it continue with the line of
divergence with the USSR. This is why without
actually >bandoning the search for what
they
call 1 auto1omy 1 , they have retreated and justi fied the c1anges they have made by saying that
Andropov a:tually represents 'a change in the
USSF'. They have retaken the position of virtual
sup~ort for Soviet proposals.
In this
recent
Con£ress, they talked of looking for what they
call an "Alternative" which means dropping the
<'historic ompromi se'" and opening a perspective for
a Gcvernment of the Left. The experience of the
Italian Conmunist Party which went from "Compromise» with the bourgeoisie to an "Alternative" a Party that in reality moved from a partial
break with the USSR to a position of supporting
the USSR - shows that a Communist Party cannot
advance in opposition to its historic objective.
A Party that persists on the road of doing this,
disintegrates; and this is what happens with the
Sparish Coumunist Party,
It was in this context that our Conference ma
de 2 call for a discussion in the world Revolu tiorary mcvement, in the Communist parties,
on
these experiences and in a public form.
Tie EurJpean Communist Parties that maintain
clea· clas; positions and the support to the Soviet Union, like the Portuguese, the French or
the 3reek :ommunist parties, are advancing electorally whilst the other parties lose more and
more suppo·t; this must be discussed.
Tie s i t'iat fon in Portuga 1 and in Greece,
is
gi vi 1g s i g ii fi cant examp 1es. The Greek Communist
Part; has increased in political weight and
in
elecwral corce with the electoral victory ofthe
Gree< Soci ilists. It is a Party known
openly
for its pr>-Soviet position. In consequence, the
proc:ss in Greece is moved by a dynamic
force
that can n> longer be controlled by the capitalist systen in conditions where the Greek bour geoisie is as weak socially as it is economicaTI~
The ;overnnent of Papandreou is taking measures
that repre;ent a great social progress for Greece; Jn the question of women's rights, in the
field of tie separation of the State from
the
control of the Church.
lhe most important aspect in relation to the
GreEk ecoromy is the wholescale cooperation it
has startEd with the USSR that becomes the main
asscciate of Greece. Papandreou has an attitude

of antagonism towards Yankee imperialism in
foreign policy. He continues with a policy of
resistance to NATO. He has imposed conditions
for the Yankee bases to remain in Greece, that
practically annul their reason for being there •
There is a movement of the masses against
the
Yankee bases and NATO that shows a very
great
The
influence of the Workers States in Greece.
Communist Party has a very great role to play
in this process which is ripe for a more profound
anticapitalist programme. The Communists did not
understand,at first, the significance of Papan dreou's victory but they had to change, and 1hey
have now adopted a more flexible position; they
are now seeking a United Front. In fact, it is
necessary to make the United Front with the So ci a1 i sts •. in order to deve 1op Greece and to show
imperialism the door.

THE NEW STAGE
IN LATIN AMERICA
The final crisis of the capital'ist system was
discussed as the fundamental aspect of the world
process of the class struggle, but as one which
is not really determinant. However, the
new
conditions which the depth of the capitalist crisis means for the anticapitalist struggle, are
very important. It means that the social, econo·
mic and political disintegration of the capita list system, lead to very deep contradictions be
tween the Asian, Latin Amet'ican and African bour
geoisies - and between these and Yankee imperialism.At the same time, an anti-imperialist pro cess stimulated by thf> masses and of qreat
magnitude, developed in Latin America after the
Malvinas conflict.
In Argentina, a process was unleashed after
the Malvinas conflict. In reality, this process
came from a previous period of uncontro11ab1e
crisis of the dictatorship. The Latin American
bourgeoisies do not have any other solution but
to seek some independent development from'impe rial ism. Their external debt of 300 million dollars to
big imperialist world finances,
simply cannot be paid back.To pay such a sum back
as far as capitalism is concerned would
mean·
dictatorships even more furious
than that of
Pinochet, and this is absolutely excluded.Instead
of this, in Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, there is
a development of sectors - even bourgeois ones who have-started to call for important anti~mpe
rialist measures, In Mexico, this can be seen in
the measures of nationalisation of-the Bpnks, taken by Portillo. President Betancourt of Colombia
has a position of opposition to Reagan's
plans
against Nicaragua and El Salvador. The Brazilian
government has taken the same position as Colombia, but beyond this there are political leaders
of the bourgeoisie, even ex-Ministers of the
former military governments, who -like this exCommander of the Chief of General
Staff - ca 11
for the non-repayment of the external debt. They
call for this action to be taken unilaterally.
The new Popular Government of Siles Suazo in Bo1ivia represents a blow to imperialism's designs
and it is an impulse to the masses of Latin
America. In other words, there is a very powerful process in development, going directly counter to imperialism and capitalism, in which Marxist leaderships - at present absent - are being
formed 'on the march' • ~Jhat decides in
a11
:his, is the attitude of the masses who live the
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world process and do not depend on their local
Nicaragua, El Salvador, and before that in Cuba, these measures either triumphed
or are triumphing now. The world process prevents
imperialism from intervening (as it would like),
and the masses have not been intimidated by all
the murders that have been perpetrated by impe rialism, murders that it still goes on perpetrating. The Latin American bourgeoisies were, in
the past, in the habit of sending soldiers
to
fight the wars of imperialism, to massacre Revolutions. Today, however, they abstain from doing
this, and very recently, they did not accompany the large-scale invasion attempt by the Yanks
in Nicaragua. Indeed, they opposed it.
The masses of Latin America are making very
deep experiences without mass parties as such ,
and without Trade Union leaderships of substance.
The masses are learning to intervene without leadership and they learn how to confront imperialism as a single united body, with a sort of centralisation that used to require years andyears
of ex~erience in political life to attain, The
Latin American masses are learning from the world
process and they count firmly on the world situation in their own struggles.
leader~hips.In

The situation in Argentina has an immense importance for Latin America as a whole
because
is
the protagorist in the Argentinian process,
a proletariat with a great experience and with
a decisive weight in the life of the country, It
is the reascn why, without leadership, and in a
very short time, it has produced two great General Strikes as part of the deepening of the crisis of the dictatorship. The movement of
the
Mothers of the "Plaza de Mayo" is a phenomenon
that ~oints to the social maturity that exists
in la}ers of the population that aren't all from
the proletariat but who participate in the struggle ~ith se:urity. They intervene in the political ~rocess with a security and confidence which
aren't just from Argentina, but from the world.
The ~others feel that they are not just defending
their own c1ildren, but the progress of
human
life.They see the need to change human relations
and 1hey say so.
The majority of them
know
that their children or other relatives w{ll not
retwn •. trat they are dead. Hov1ever,
they
carr} on. tecause they are moved by objectives
whid go far beyond their own sons or relatives.
The ~others act with the same conduct of objecti·
vity in Argentina, as the Nicaraguan mothers and
chiltren - and those of El Salvador - who
are
moti\ated ty objective sentiments for Human Kind
and rot just by the family. It is a proof that
"Humanity is mature for Communism" (as comrade
~· P<sada~ cha~acterised it). When this appears
1n A1gent1ra, 1t is because changes of a much
greater sccpe are being prepared and they are
immersely rrore profound than the present leadership~ can imagine or express.
Tre Conference discussed
the necessity of
inte1venin9 in all the movements that develop in
Latir America and of making alliances with sectors of the bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie
like the 'desarollistas'* in Argentina, or with
The desarcllistas' may
be called something
like "developmentalists". See J. Posadas on this
subj•:ct "Tl.e Actual Phase of the Class Struggle
in L1tin Af,1erica" 19th May 1981.

Brizo1a in Brazil. These alliances will be to
stimulate further changes, in order to bring about more consistent leaderships, At the present
time, the Latin American proletariat does
not
h~ve either the time or the means to form a leadership. But they do form it, "on the march". In
so doing, the proletariat does not wait for
a
future stage, but intervenes already to impel
leaderships which have to become capable of programmatic action and decision in a much shorter
time than previously.
The present stage of the development of the
Revolution in any part of the world, contains a
factor which was absent in former stages - or at
least had insufficient weight when it was there.
That factor is the intervention of the Workers
States, particularly and essentially the Soviet
Union whose intervention no longer leave any scope for major retreats in the process. At
the
same time, it permits the people to intervene in
order to advance the processes already in deve lopment. So, it was in the Malvinas conflict that
the Soviets, without being directly involved militarily , were profoundly present socially.They
were not drawn to intervene directly because the
military dictatorship of Argentina did not have
any intention of a serious confrontation
with
imperialism. However, the Soviets have interve ned to support Bolivia and Nicaragua, The moment
that the plans of the Yankees were known, Ortega
was to be seen with Andropov in Moscow, This is
why the nationalist leaderships of this stage ,
with all the Soviet support they get, can take
another path to the one they took previously. In
the past there was an insufficient or very belated intervention of the workers states
which
did not allow the development of the (necessary)
leaderships and mobilisations.
THE MIDDLE EAST
The Conference discussed on the of most important aspects of the world situation: the Middle
East. The murderous Israeli invasion of Lebanon
which took the form of a military victory, pro ved to be a political and social rout of
the
highest order for Imperialism and Israel.
The
Palestinian and Lebanese masses demonstrated 1hat
the military force of Israel and of imperialism, could not defeat them. They proved decisively that arms do not decide the course of History.
Imperialism and Israel cannot attain their objective in Lebanon.
They have not managed
to
crush the Palestinians and neither have
they
expelled the Syrians. They also have been una ble to impose a Government completely submitted
to Israel on Lebanon. This is the reality
of
the apparent military victory of Israel. It is a
reality decided by the world balance of forces.
Israel,
having managed to push Syria closer
to the Soviets, finds that for the first
time,
there are Soviet missiles bases on Syrian territory run under the direct control of the' USSR •
This is the most important defeat imperialism ano
Israel have suffered. They were not able to de feat either the Palestinians or the Syrians. A11
they have left is the dead bodies of the civilian
population in Lebanon, with all the internal consequences resulting in Israel, such as the development of a movement which looks for unification
with the Arab Masses. These are new conditions
which are going to determine a much moreprotuund
process in the coming stage. The Jewish masses
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are rEady for unification with the Arab masses ,
against their common enemy: imperialism,
the
murderous zionist leadership and the Arab bour geoisies. The process of rebellion in the Israeli
Army against the assassin function of Israel in
the region·- and in the world - and against being
the stooge of imperialism against Revolutions,is
a symptom of the readiness of the masses forthis
unification.
THE O~GANISAfION AND
ROLE CF THE IV.INTERNATIONAL
The Ccnference discussed the problems of organisatior and functioning as part of the political
problems rather than as separate issues.
The
basis of the discussion was the text of comrade
Posadas on the History of the IV. International.
The structure of the IV International
is
based en the principles, methods and conceptions
which V'ere developed and applied by comrade J.
Posada'.. These were for the construction of our
movemert, true enough, but they have a universal
the
validi1y, Tre centralised functioning of
world farty is a fundamental principle of the
Intern<tiona1, and it is based on the historic
experifnce of Lenin, the Bolshevik Party and the
Third :nternctional up until the death of Lenin.
Comrad1 Posacas put all this experience at the
servi cc of creating a highly concentrated form
of cen1ralis2tion which corresponds
to
the
necess·ty of this present stage of History
we
live ir, and to the function of the Posadist IV.
Intermtional.
The vivid example of comrade Posadas,
his
guidance and objectivity, his purity.of inten
ti on at:d sentiments, are necessary in the constructi «n of cur movement and for the development
of Rev1,lutiorary Marxism.This is why the Confe rence 1·eso l vfd to pub 1 i sh the Hi story of the IV.
Intern< tiona1, written by comrade Posadas.
We
intend in tris way to make the origins,
the
bases, the mEthod and principle of life and of
Posadi!m - ard of our master comrade Posadas
known.

At the same time, there is the need
for an
elevation of the sections in the political, revo
so as to
1utionary and cultural functioning,
develop new cadres in the ob.iecti ve 1i fe of ideas.
The Conference resolved, as a fundamental ob jective, to publish the works of Posadas ;
the
greater part of them have yet to be published. A
case in point is his work on "The Process of the
Development of Human Civilisation". This
work
represents a great contribution to the explana tion of the development of social relations and
human thought, even though it is unfinishea.There are writings of comrade Posadas on the most
important processes of this stage, the USSR, China, Poland (already published in books in many
languages), France, Italy, the Middle East, the
crisis of capitalism, etc. which it is necessary
to study in order to understand completely the
world situation. In addition, Posadas wrote on
themes which form part of today's preoccupations
such as the education of Children, the problems
of Women, of Old People, of Culture and Art. The
thoughts of comrade Posadas are a unity in all
these fields. He has left behind writings, analyses and principles which develop the capacity
to interpret history. A portion of a11 this work
has already been published. We can say with confidence that the thought of comrade Posadas
is
part of the thought of Humanity's vanguard which
already works with the consciousness of the neces
sity and inevitability of Communism.
The Conference made a call to the world Revolutionary movement, to the Workers States,
to ·
the Revolutionary States and all the Movements
of the left, to the Communist parties, the Revolutionary Nationalist movements and the Catholic
of the Left, to contribute to this objective and
through it, to the publication of the works of
comr~de J. Posadas which are a public
property
of history,
The Conference closed by saluting and wishing
Long Life to:

- The masses of the World!
_ The Savi et Uni on, China, Cuba, Vi etnam and all the Workers States!
_To comrade Karl Marx, Engels, Lenin,
Trotsky and comrade Posadas! Viva!

The International Secretariat
of the Posadist IV. Internationa1
2nd May, 1983,
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